Drug-eluting scaffold to deliver chemotherapeutic medication for management of pancreatic cancer after surgery
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Abstract: Traditional post-surgical chemotherapy for pancreatic cancer is notorious for its devastating side effects due to the high dosage required. On the other hand, legitimate concerns have been raised about nanoparticle-mediated drug delivery because of its potential cytotoxicity. Therefore, we explored the local delivery of a reduced dosage of FOLFIRINOX, a four-drug regimen comprising oxaliplatin, leucovorin, irinotecan, and fluorouracil, for pancreatic cancer using a biocompatible drug-eluting scaffold as a novel chemotherapy strategy after palliative surgery. In vitro assays showed that FOLFIRINOX in the scaffold caused massive apoptosis and thereby a decrease in the viability of pancreatic cancer cells, confirming the chemotherapeutic capability of the drug-eluting scaffold. In vivo studies in an orthotopic murine xenograft model demonstrated that the FOLFIRINOX in the scaffold had antitumorigenic and antimetastatic effects comparable with those achieved by intraperitoneal injection, despite the dose released by the scaffold being roughly two thirds lower. A mechanistic study attributed our results to the excellent ability of the FOLFIRINOX in the scaffold to destroy the CD133+CXCR4+ cell population responsible for pancreatic tumorigenesis and metastasis. This clinically oriented study gives rise to a promising alternative strategy for postsurgical management of pancreatic cancer, featuring a local chemotherapeutic effect with considerable attenuation of side effects.
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Introduction
Pancreatic cancer remains a great risk for patients because it develops without manifesting definite symptoms until it reaches a late stage, resulting in a 4% survival rate 5 years after diagnosis.1 Cancer genetics research indicates that a large panel of inherited genes is involved in pancreatic cancer and suggests that this disease might have a global root and undergo systemic evolution without manifesting itself.2 The most common treatment plan is removal of the tumor tissue via potentially curative or palliative surgery, which is usually followed by postoperative chemotherapy to pre-empt recurrence. Postsurgical chemotherapy, be it systemic or regional, requires a high anticancer drug dosage to achieve the desired effect due to the significant loss of drugs before they reach their target cancer cells, thus giving rise to a wide range of devastating side effects, including anemia and diarrhea.

These limitations prompted scientists to develop novel tools to enhance drug delivery targeting cancer cells, with the expectation that improved targeting would reduce the dose required and side effects. To that end, the last two decades have seen a burgeoning of research on nanoparticles as delivery vehicles for various drugs and/or biological molecules to combat cancer.3-6 For example, Doxil® (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ, USA)
is a polyethylene glycosylated liposome that has been engineered to carry doxorubicin, an anticancer drug, and is approved for the treatment of breast cancer. However, the nanoparticles themselves often pose a cytotoxic threat to patients because of their chemistry and/or interaction with cells and organs, raising legitimate concerns about their application in the treatment of cancer. For example, Doxil has been reported to have many side effects in humans, including low blood counts, dermatitis, and leukopenia. Cationic liposomes can cause liver damage and pulmonary inflammation by induction of reactive oxygen species. Dextran, a glucose polymer used for drug delivery, is reported to cause anaphylaxis, pulmonary edema, and even acute renal failure. Further, nanoparticles made of metal, in particular gold and silver, have been found to be the culprits in cell death induced by free radicals, destruction of the blood-brain barrier, and depletion of glutathione, amongst other side effects.

In addition to nanoparticles, tissue-engineered scaffolds are often functionalized to carry a payload of cytokines that trigger local tissue regeneration. The materials used to build tissue-engineered scaffolds are usually biocompatible synthetic polymers and/or natural proteins, both of which possess no or minimal cytotoxicity. The fact that tissue-engineered scaffolds can carry payloads, degrade in vivo, and are removed by metabolism make them appealing candidates as drug delivery vehicles. Based on our clinical experience, we conceptualized that a drug-eluting scaffold can be grafted to cancer tissue remaining after palliative surgery for local delivery of FOLFIRINOX, a pancreatic chemotherapeutic regimen comprising oxaliplatin, leucovorin, irinotecan, and fluorouracil, to arrest tumorigenesis and metastasis. Based on our previous research, in this study we fabricated an electrospun scaffold composed of polyglycolide-co-trimethylene carbonate (PGA-TMC) and gelatin loaded with FOLFIRINOX, and evaluated its ability to arrest pancreatic tumorigenesis and metastasis in an orthotopic murine xenograft model. We aimed to determine whether a low dosage of FOLFIRINOX delivered locally by a scaffold could have antitumorigenic and antimetastatic effects comparable with those achieved by the higher dosages used in traditional regional chemotherapy.

Materials and methods
Construction and characterization of electrospun scaffolds
PGA-TMC (Advanced Inventory Management, Mokena, IL, USA) and porcine gelatin A (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) were used as received. FOLFIRINOX was obtained from Rui Jin Hospital. A blended solution was prepared by dissolving PGA-TMC and gelatin in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (Sigma-Aldrich) at a 12% (w/v) concentration (weight ratio 5:1). For the drug-eluting scaffolds, oxaliplatin 80 µg/mL, leucovorin 300 µg/mL, irinotecan 140 µg/mL, and fluorouracil 2.1 mg/mL were added to the blended solution. The solution loaded into a motorized pump syringe at a feeding rate of 3 mL per hour was electrospun to a collector distanced at 25 cm with a voltage of 30 kV. A total of 0.5 mL of solution was electrospun at a time. For the non-eluting scaffolds, the blended solution without FOLFIRINOX was electrospun under the same conditions. After electrospinning, the scaffolds were desiccated in a vacuum for 24 hours. The morphology of the electrospun fibers in the scaffold was characterized by scanning electron microscopy. A total of 100 fibers in each image was randomly selected for measurement of fiber diameter by ImageJ software. Drug-eluting scaffolds (1 cm × 1 cm) were incubated in 2 mL aliquots of cell medium at 37°C and 5% CO₂ for up to 3 weeks. A high-performance liquid chromatography system equipped with a Symmetry C₁₈ column (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA) was calibrated to measure the in vitro kinetics of drug release in the aliquots of medium.

Harvesting of pancreatic cancer cells and CD133⁺CXCR4⁺ cells
The pancreatic cancer tissues used in this study were resected from human patients at Rui Jin Hospital. Written consent was obtained from the patients prior to resection. Cancer tissues were minced completely using sterile scissors and blades. The minced cancer tissues were disassociated into individual cell suspensions using a method reported previously. CD133⁺CXCR4⁺ cells were sorted by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (BD LSRII, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) using anti-human CD133 (Miltenyi Biotech, Auburn, CA, USA) and anti-human CXCR4 (R&D systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) antibodies.

Analyses of in vitro viability and apoptosis of pancreatic cancer cells
Both drug-eluting and non-eluting scaffolds (diameter 6 mm) were prepared as described above and sterilized in 70% ethanol. Pancreatic cancer cells were cultured on the scaffold (36 cells/mm²) at 37°C and 5% CO₂ for up to 3 weeks. Viability and apoptosis in the cell populations were measured using a 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay kit and a Caspase-Glo® 3/7 assay kit, respectively, as per the manufacturer’s protocols (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Pancreatic cancer cells cultured
in a 96-well tissue culture plate (36 cells/mm²) was used as the control.

Analyses of in vivo tumorigenesis and metastasis in pancreatic cancer cells
Resected pancreatic cancer tissues were cut into small pieces about 4 mm × 4 mm in area. One piece was grafted to a drug-eluting or non-eluting scaffold prepared from 0.25 mL of the respective solutions, as described above. An orthotopic murine xenograft model was constructed following an established protocol. Briefly, female BALB/c nu/nu mice (aged 4–6 weeks, Shanghai Laboratory Animal Co, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China) were anesthetized using vaporized isoflurane and maintained in the supine position. The abdomen was opened with surgical scissors and the pancreas was exposed. The mice were randomly divided into three groups: a drug-eluting scaffold group that would receive a piece of cancer tissue on a drug-eluting scaffold; a non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX group that would receive a piece of cancer tissue on a non-eluting scaffold followed by intraperitoneal injection of FOLFIRINOX; a non-eluting scaffold/phosphate-buffered solution group that would receive a piece of cancer tissue on a non-eluting scaffold followed by intraperitoneal injection of phosphate-buffered solution. In the non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX group, FOLFIRINOX was administered by intraperitoneal injection every week for a total of 3 weeks. Specifically, at every administration of the trial preparation, each mouse first received oxaliplatin 4 mg/kg and leucovorin 20 mg/kg, and 30 minutes later received irinotecan 9 mg/kg and fluorouracil 140 mg/kg. The dosage of FOLFIRINOX was determined based on previous research. Mice used as controls received the same amount of non-eluting scaffold/phosphate-buffered solution following the same schedule. All mice were euthanized 3 weeks after surgery. The animal study was approved by Rui Jin Hospital. Following euthanasia, the cancer tissues were retrieved for measurement of tumor volume and weight. Cancer tissue volume was calculated using a previously reported method. Liver tissues were harvested and processed into single cell suspensions as described above. Cells expressing carbohydrate antigen 19–9 (CA199) were probed by flow cytometry using antihuman CA199 antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA).

Anticancer effects on CD133+CXCR4+ cells
CD133+CXCR4+ cells (180 cells/mm²) were incubated on sterilized scaffolds (diameter 6 mm) at 37°C and 5% CO₂ for 48 hours. Samples were randomly divided into three groups: a drug-eluting scaffold group in which standard cell medium was used; a non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX group in which the cell medium was supplemented with oxaliplatin 8 nM, leucovorin 40 nM, irinotecan 20 nM, and fluorouracil 280 nM; and a non-eluting scaffold/phosphate-buffered solution group in which the cell medium was supplemented with phosphate-buffered solution as a control. The degree of apoptosis of CD133+CXCR4+ cells was measured using a Caspase-Glo 3/7 assay kit at 4 and 48 hours, respectively.

Data analysis
All images were analyzed using ImageJ software. Flow cytometric data were analyzed and presented using FlowJo (Tree Star Inc, Ashland, OR, USA). One-way analysis of variance with Tukey’s test was used to identify statistically significant differences (α = 0.05).

Results and discussion
Physical characterizations of fibers in electrospun scaffolds
Both the non-eluting and drug-eluting scaffolds demonstrated a highly porous microstructure composed of randomly distributed fibers in the microsized range (Figure 1). In addition, no marked difference in fiber morphology was observed between the two types of scaffolds, suggesting that incorporation of FOLFIRINOX did not introduce any structural changes. The lack of a discrepancy in fiber morphology ruled out the possibility that differences between subsequent biological readouts were
due to structural changes in the scaffolds. The in vitro pharmacokinetic study showed that all four drugs in the FOLFIRINOX regimen were released rapidly in the first week followed by a steady increase through week 3 (Figure 2). The accumulative amount barely increased beyond week 3 for all four drugs. The rapid release in the first week could be attributed to the fast disintegration of gelatin in the scaffold, as reported by previous researchers. Drug delivery vehicles made of biodegradable polymers have been extensively investigated. For example, hydrogels have been shown to be able to deliver a variety of payloads. It should be noted that drug release mechanisms vary between these vehicles. The release of FOLFIRINOX from our scaffold could be attributed to the combined effect of physical disintegration and chemical decomposition. The high dose resulting from this rapid release would be advantageous in the management of pancreatic cancer because it would quickly and effectively destroy any cancer cells remaining after palliative surgery. Release of the incorporated FOLFIRINOX suggests that the scaffold could be used as a convenient vehicle for delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs in the postsurgical management of cancer. Most patients with pancreatic cancer survive only a few months after surgery and bear cancer tissue until the point of death. Therefore, under most circumstances, the goal of surgery and/or chemotherapy is to delay rather than eliminate tumorigenesis and metastasis. Considering these limitations, sustained release of FOLFIRINOX from the scaffold during the 3 weeks following surgery has clinical significance. Previous research on composite polymer/gelatin scaffolds shows that the entire degradation process can take up to 8 weeks in vitro, with no cytotoxic effects found in vivo. From clinical experience, we know that pancreatic cancer has often metastasized to a number of organs by the time of diagnosis and surgery, so a drug delivery vehicle needs to have a high degree of dimensional and pharmacokinetic versatility. Electrospinning technology can easily fabricate scaffolds of various dimensions to accommodate clinical needs and provide complex microarchitecture (eg, multilayers) to achieve sophisticated pharmacokinetics with an extended-release window. 

In vitro anticancer effect of drug-eluting scaffolds

The MTT assay showed that only proliferation of pancreatic cancer cells on the drug-eluting scaffolds was arrested during the 3-week period of observation (Figure 3). The pancreatic cancer cell population on the drug-eluting scaffolds showed moderate proliferation in the first week followed by virtual arrest through week 3. In contrast, pancreatic cancer cell populations on the non-eluting scaffolds and tissue culture plates increased dramatically through week 3. The viability of cell populations on the drug-eluting scaffolds was different from those on the non-eluting scaffolds and tissue culture plates at weeks 2 and 3. The apoptosis assay showed that apoptosis of the pancreatic cancer cell populations on the drug-eluting scaffolds escalated through week 3 (Figure 4). However, no significant apoptosis was observed in cancer cell populations on either the non-eluting scaffolds or the tissue culture plates during the 3-week study period.

Figure 2 Pharmacokinetics of FOLFIRINOX regimen. (A) Oxaliplatin, (B) leucovorin, (C) irinotecan, and (D) fluorouracil. All four drugs showed a rapid release in the first week, probably due to rapid disintegration of gelatin in the scaffold.

Notes: No significant increase in accumulative release was observed after 3 weeks. 

n = 3 in all groups.

Figure 3 Viability of pancreatic cancer cells. Viability had no change in the drug-eluting scaffold group because of release of FOLFIRINOX. Without FOLFIRINOX, pancreatic cancer cells grew rapidly in the non-eluting scaffold and tissue culture plate groups. Growth of pancreatic cancer cells on non-eluting scaffolds confirmed lack of cytotoxicity of the scaffolding materials.

Notes: n = 3 in all groups. *Significant difference between groups by analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s test.

Abbreviations: DES, drug-eluting scaffold; NES, non-eluting scaffold; TCP, tissue culture plate.
PGA-TMC is a synthetic polymer used widely in degradable surgical sutures, with no known cytotoxicity either in vitro or in vivo. Previous research confirms that PGA-TMC and gelatin can be used safely as scaffolding materials for tissue engineering purposes. Recent clinical trials showed that FOLFIRINOX was a potent chemotherapeutic regimen for pancreatic cancer despite its side effect profile. Consequently, it can be concluded that the arrested proliferation and significant apoptosis of pancreatic cancer cells on drug-eluting scaffolds could be attributed to the FOLFIRINOX released. These in vitro results confirm that drug-eluting scaffolds can prevent tumorigenesis by inducing dramatic apoptosis in pancreatic cancer cells, and are therefore a promising tool in the management of pancreatic cancer after palliative surgery.

**In vivo antitumorigenic and antimetastatic effect of drug-eluting scaffolds**

To mimic pancreatic cancer after palliative surgery, we exploited a proven orthotopic murine model of metastatic pancreatic cancer. The respective scaffolds were grafted to resected human pancreatic cancer tissues and surgically placed in the pancreas of each mouse. The antitumorigenic and antimetastatic effects of the drug-eluting scaffolds were confirmed in vivo. By the end of 3 weeks of in vivo tumorigenesis, the mean pancreatic tumor volume was 302.24 ± 103.59 mm³ in the drug-eluting scaffold group, 434.22 ± 132.98 mm³ in the non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX group, and 951.78 ± 178.21 mm³ in the non-eluting scaffold/phosphate-buffered solution group, respectively (Figure 5A). Correspondingly, the mean tumor weight was 47.59 ± 28.19 mg in the drug-eluting scaffold group, 53.23 ± 19.27 mg in the non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX group, and 132.04 ± 35.33 mg in the non-eluting scaffold/phosphate-buffered solution group, respectively (Figure 5B). FOLFIRINOX, either released from a drug-eluting scaffold or administered via intraperitoneal injection successfully stabilized tumor volume and weight. Hepatic metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells was prevented in mice from the drug-eluting scaffold group but still occurred to a minor degree in mice from the non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX group (Figure 6). In contrast, significant hepatic metastasis was observed in mice from the non-eluting scaffold group.

Recent clinical trials have shown that FOLFIRINOX is the most promising chemotherapeutic regimen discovered in the last two decades for advanced metastatic pancreatic cancer. The median overall survival was 11.1 months in FOLFIRINOX-treated patients as compared with 6.6 months in patients treated with gemcitabine, which is currently first-line chemotherapy in clinical practice. Unfortunately, the enhanced chemotherapeutic capacity of FOLFIRINOX is associated with increased toxicity, so this regimen is not suitable for all patients with pancreatic cancer. For example, 5.4% of patients were reported to suffer febrile neutropenia, and diminished quality of life due to FOLFIRINOX was observed in 31% of patients. It is largely these grave side effects that have prevented FOLFIRINOX from becoming established as standard chemotherapy for pancreatic cancer. This has prompted scientists to explore methods for diminishing the toxic effects of FOLFIRINOX without compromising its chemotherapeutic capability. We agree that a reduced dosage as well as targeted delivery of anticancer drugs to cancer cells would be the avenue ultimately leading to success. In addition to nanoparticles, electrospun scaffolds have attracted considerable attention in recent years for their ability to deliver drugs in situ. We consider that electrospun scaffolds have some critical advantages for local anticancer drug delivery after palliative surgery. First of all, scaffolding materials are usually synthetic polymers and/or natural proteins with excellent in vivo biocompatibility, greatly defusing concerns about the cytotoxicity associated with the chemistry of delivery vehicles. Further, these biocompatible scaffolding materials degrade readily in vivo and can be removed via metabolism instead of accumulating in the body and being toxic to certain organs. Finally, electrospinning technology is highly versatile and reliable, and offers customized solutions to challenging problems in many circumstances. Complex electrospun scaffold microstructures (eg, multilayered, coaxial) can be easily fabricated to allow fine-tuning of pharmacokinetics.
Our results highlight the fact that drug-eluting scaffolds can successfully arrest tumorigenesis and hepatic metastasis, a hallmark of pancreatic cancer, due to their ability to release FOLFIRINOX. Previous research has shown that scaffolding materials alone would not restrict tumorigenesis or metastasis. Our drug-eluting scaffolds demonstrated a level of antitumorigenic and antimetastatic ability comparable with that of traditional regional FOLFIRINOX chemotherapy (given by intraperitoneal injection) despite the dosage of FOLFIRINOX released from drug-eluting scaffolds being just a fraction of that delivered by intraperitoneal injection. It is well known that only a fraction of the dose of an anticancer drug injected intraperitoneally ultimately reaches the target cancer cells. In contrast, local delivery via a drug-eluting scaffold allows most of the FOLFIRINOX to have an effect on cancer cells. Our results show that local delivery of FOLFIRINOX using a drug-eluting scaffold would require a reduced dose, which might translate into attenuation of side effects, without compromising the overall effectiveness of postsurgical chemotherapy.

Anticancer mechanism of drug-eluting scaffolds

Recent cancer research suggests that a small population of cells in cancer tissue, termed cancer stem cells, are implicated in tumorigenesis and metastasis. It has been discovered that cancer stem cells are not born equal and that different subtypes of cancer stem cells have different functions, including promoting tumorigenesis and metastasis. Further, the number of surface markers associated with cancer stem cells varies from one type of cancer to another, and continues to grow with progress in cancer research. In particular, CD133\(^+\)CXCR4\(^+\) cells are believed to be the driving force for tumorigenesis and metastasis in pancreatic cancer. Based...
on previous research, we hypothesized that the anticancer capability of drug-eluting scaffolds could be attributed to their chemotherapeutic effect on CD133-CXCR4+ cells. To test this hypothesis, we cultured CD133-CXCR4+ cells on respective scaffolds and measured levels of apoptosis thereafter. No significant difference was observed between the groups at 4 hours; however, differences in the rate of apoptosis between the drug-eluting and non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX groups emerged at 48 hours (Figure 7). No difference was observed between the drug-eluting and non-eluting scaffold/FOLFIRINOX groups, suggesting that incorporation of FOLFIRINOX into the scaffold did not reduce its anticancer efficacy. This result suggests that FOLFIRINOX-induced apoptosis of CD133-CXCR4+ cells might contribute greatly to the anticancer capability of drug-eluting scaffolds. We measured apoptosis during a 48-hour window because cancer stem cells differentiate rapidly into various cancer cells upon adhering to a substrate.

**Conclusion**

FOLFIRINOX, the most promising chemotherapeutic regimen for pancreatic cancer, extends the mean survival time to 11 months, but has grave side effects. To minimize these side effects while preserving chemotherapeutic efficacy, we believe that localized delivery of a reduced dose would be the most cost-effective treatment strategy. Therefore, we explored local delivery of FOLFIRINOX to pancreatic cancer tissue using a drug-eluting scaffold in an orthotopic murine model. Compared with traditional systemic or regional chemotherapy, local drug delivery by a drug-eluting scaffold reduced the dosage required to achieve a comparable anticancer effect by roughly two thirds. FOLFIRINOX from drug-eluting scaffolds successfully stabilized tumorigenesis and prevented hepatic metastasis because of its ability to destroy CD133-CXCR4+ cells in cancer tissue.

We recognize some limitations to this approach. For example, we could not control the distribution of loaded drug molecules in the fibers in a convenient manner, which might potentially give rise to heterogeneous distribution of chemotherapeutic agents. Also, the shelf-life of the drug-eluting scaffold may not be long, even though we have not yet carried out a systematic storage study. Our work sheds new light on the development of novel strategies to manage residual pancreatic cancer tissue after palliative surgery. Also, the versatility of electrospinning technology will allow this prototype to evolve into more sophisticated schemes, for example, multidrug delivery to combat various types of cancers.
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